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It was another day on holidays in Tenerife in 
the Canary Islands. Today, my family and I 
were going on a wooden boat out into the 
Atlantic Ocean, to go whale and dolphin 
spotting. We’ve never seen either animals in 
the wild so we were very excited. I was 
especially excited to see the whales because 
they're so big. 
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My Dad drove us down to the pier. 
While we were walking down the pier 
we saw some people jumping and doing 
backflips off the pier into the ocean. We 
climbed into the boat ready to sail off 
into the Atlantic Ocean.

We were quite a while away from the shore 
and the boat stopped. The captain had 
spotted some whales. They looked amazing! 
They were HUGE and one of them sprang 
up into the air to take a breath and the 
splash was three or four metres high! We 
then  saw some dolphins who looked very 
majestic. It was cool to watch them swim 
around side by side. Unfortunately, they 
didn’t jump into the air but they still looked 
amazing.
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We were about three quarters of the 
way through the trip and I was starting 
to feel queasy so I lay down in a little 
cabin in the boat. I was now really 
feeling sea-sick and I had to drink a lot 
of water. The captain of the boat said 
we could jump into the water. I would 
have jumped in but my mum didn’t let 
me. My dad though, he cannonballed 
into the ocean! It looked really nice and 
relaxing but I was inside sipping on my 
water.

Other than the sea sickness I 
had a great day and, at the 
end, to top it all off we got 
some ice cream.
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       The End
I hope 
you 
enjoyed 
my story
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